
COMPOUNDS



WHAT IS A COMPOUND?

A compound is a single substance that 
is made from two or more elements 

that are chemically combined.  Water 
(H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2) are 

examples of compounds.



WHAT IS A COMPOUND?

A compound is not a mixture.

(Remember, mixtures are things like 
toothpaste, milk, and juice - they can 
be separated by physical processes).



WHAT IS A COMPOUND?

One compound you might use every day 
is NaCl, or table salt.

What two elements is NaCl made up of?



sodium chloridesodium

+ =

chlorine



WHAT IS A COMPOUND?

Compounds, like elements, are made up 
of atoms.  In compounds, atoms are 

joined together to form particles called 
molecules.  A molecule is a participle that 
is made up of one or more elements that 

are chemically combined.  



water molecule

carbon dioxide 
molecule



WHAT IS A COMPOUND?

Compounds are pure substances - they 
contain only one type of particle.  

Sugar is a compound.  Distilled (pure) 
water is a compound.  Is lemonade a 

compound?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olNaHLbd8zg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olNaHLbd8zg




PROPERTIES OF 
PURE SUBSTANCES

Pure substances (elements and compounds) 
have a distinct set of properties that help us 
identify them.  Different substances have 
different sets of properties.



PROPERTIES OF 
PURE SUBSTANCES

A good example of this is the compound salt 
(sodium chloride).  Whether salt comes from 
a mine, seawater, or a laboratory, all samples 
of salt, once purified, have the same unique 
set of properties.

Let’s take a look at some of these properties...



1. Density
When we see something floating in water, we know 
that the object must be lighter than the water.  This is 
due to its density.

Density is a measure of how heavy something is 
relative to its size.

Something with high density has a lot of mass for its 
volume; something with low density has little mass 
compared to its volume.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSXTBnnx4OA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSXTBnnx4OA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSXTBnnx4OA


2.   Lustre 

Lustre is a property that describes how shiny 
something is. 

Something with high 
lustre is very shiny, 
while something 
with low lustre is not 
very shiny.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbf1xa9fe_Y

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbf1xa9fe_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbf1xa9fe_Y


3.   Malleability

Malleability is the ability to be formed into other 
shapes.

Something that can be easily bent is highly 
malleable. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRPG8ifa0pA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRPG8ifa0pA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRPG8ifa0pA


4.   Melting Point

The temperature at which a pure substance in its 
solid state will melt is called its melting point.



5.   Boiling Point

The temperature at which a pure substance in its 
solid state will boil is called its boiling point.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AW8v2Fx0Y8c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AW8v2Fx0Y8c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AW8v2Fx0Y8c


6.   Solubility

Solubility is the ability of of substance to dissolve 
in water.  Something that dissolves easily is highly 
soluble.  Something that does not dissolve is 
insoluble.



7.  Crystalline Structure

Some materials form crystals.  Crystals are 
formed when atoms and molecules are 
arranged in an orderly way, called crystalline 
structure.  

Crystalline structure is a property of some, 
but not all, solid compounds.



How the atoms or molecules arrange 
themselves is unique to each pure 
substance.  There is no other pure substance 
organized in the same way.

7.  Crystalline Structure







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euAxX4yGEKs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euAxX4yGEKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euAxX4yGEKs




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpOU0Fo7QfU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpOU0Fo7QfU




Some changes to matter are physical 
changes, where the substance stays the 
same.  

For example, chopping wood, crumpling 
paper, dissolving sugar, and freezing water 
are all examples of physical changes.

MATTER CAN CHANGE



Some changes to matter are chemical 
changes.  A chemical change occurs when 
atoms rearrange and come together to form 
one or more new substances with new 
properties.  

MATTER CAN CHANGE



During a chemical change, there is usually 
evidence of new substances forming such as:
● A change in colour
● Bubbles of gas
● A change in smell
● The release or absorption of heat
● The formation of a new solid

EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL 
CHANGES



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37pir0ej_SE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37pir0ej_SE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37pir0ej_SE


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6wpNhyreDE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6wpNhyreDE


https://www.ontariosciencecentre.ca/media/1154/scienc
eathome_cookie_chemistry_grade9.pdf

https://www.ontariosciencecentre.ca/media/1154/scienceathome_cookie_chemistry_grade9.pdf
https://www.ontariosciencecentre.ca/media/1154/scienceathome_cookie_chemistry_grade9.pdf

